Globus o ers a suite of data and user management capabilities to the research community, encompassing data transfer and sharing, user identity and authorization, and data publication. Globus capabilities are accessible via both a web browser and REST APIs. Web access allows Globus to address the needs of research labs through a so ware-as-a-service model; the newer REST APIs address the needs of developers of research services, who can now use Globus as a platform, outsourcing complex user and data management tasks to Globus cloud-hosted services. Here we review Globus capabilities and outline how it is being applied as a platform for scienti c services.
INTRODUCTION
available and can be easily accessed through a web browser. us, users need not download, install, and con gure custom so ware on their PCs; developers of the so ware need not concern themselves with releasing and supporting di erent so ware versions for every possible combination of environment con gurations. Data suggest that the SaaS approach can both reduce the cost of so ware delivery and increase the quality of experience for so ware consumers. We argue that similar bene ts can be achieved in science [15] .
Globus initially focused on data transfer [4] -a task performed by almost every researcher. It has since grown to o er a suite of services that include data sharing [10] , data publication [9] , user management [8] , and authentication and authorization [19] . e value of these services is demonstrated by the more than 60,000 users who have collectively transferred more than 250 PB of data.
e success of Globus and other scienti c SaaS projects has led other scienti c so ware developers to adopt service-based models for delivering scienti c so ware. However, there is at present li le commonality between services. It is therefore di cult for users to move between services and for services to interoperate with one another. In each service developers replicate various components of other service architectures such as data management, user management, and authentication. Inspired by the success of platform-as-a-service models adopted in industry (e.g., services that build upon Amazon Web Services) we have enhanced Globus to provide platform capabilities through powerful APIs and easy to use so ware libraries that enable other service providers to securely leverage Globus' reliable and available platform services [5] .
In this extended abstract we outline current Globus capabilities, focusing speci cally on authentication and authorization, data transfer and sharing, and data publication. We highlight how Globus can be used as a platform and conclude with a summary of sustainability and user adoption.
AUTHENTICATION AND AUTHORIZATION
One of the most challenging problems in scienti c computing is the need to establish a user's identity and manage authorization decisions. Globus, and other scienti c services, rely on such fundamental capabilities in every operation they support. Service developers have traditionally implemented their own siloed solutions. is approach is increasingly problematic for several reasons: 1) it is clearly ine cient as every service must develop similar soware; 2) users require a di erent account for every service and there is no support for single sign on; and 3) it is a potential security risk as best practices approaches are not always followed.
To address these concerns, we developed Globus Auth, an identity and access management platform designed speci cally to meet the needs of research services and users. Globus Auth is primarily designed to broker authentication and authorization between identity providers, resource services, and clients. By adopting Globus Auth, service providers can allow their users to authenticate with their service, using one of 407 supported identity providers, and to subsequently provide delegated authorization to access other services.
ey can integrate these capabilities without needing to develop so ware to directly manage users, provide peripheral work ow support (e.g., password reset), and keep up with security updates.
To reduce the complexity associated with the proliferation of identities, Globus Auth does not act as an identity provider. Instead, it allows users to authenticate using identities from existing identity providers, such as institutions, Google, and ORCID. To further simplify user experience, Globus Auth allows identities to be linked together such that authentication with one identity implies ownership of the set of linked identities. External services can use this information to grant users the permissions associated with the set of identities rather than the particular identity used to authenticate for a speci c session.
Globus Auth implements two standard protocols for integration: OAuth 2 [16] and OpenID Connect [17] . ese protocols enable services to request short-term access tokens on behalf of users. Access tokens are granted with respect to speci c services with well-de ned scopes that permit speci c operations. Services are given access tokens following a web-based authentication process. Access tokens can then be used to perform operations on behalf of a user. For example, retrieving pro le information about the user or transferring data between two of the user's endpoints. To support more complex work ows, Globus Auth allows delegated tokens to be issued. ese tokens can be passed by a service to another service (if approved by the user). e second service can exchange the delegated token for an access token to perform operations.
DATA TRANSFER AND SHARING
Globus provides high-performance, secure, le transfer and synchronization between storage systems. As shown in Figure 1 , users can coordinate secure transfers via the Globus service. Globus signi cantly simpli es large scale data transfer by handling all the di cult aspects of data transfer. For example, it coordinates authentication at source and destination, automatically tunes parameters to maximize bandwidth usage, provides automatic fault recovery, and noti es users of completion and problems.
Globus relies on two core components: 1) the Globus cloudhosted service, which coordinates data transfer; and 2) the Globus Connect so ware that is deployed on storage systems to enable secure, high performance data transfer.
Globus Connect is distributed in two versions: 1) Globus Connect Personal, a lightweight single-user agent that can be easily installed on Windows, Mac, and Linux PCs; and 2) Globus Connect Server, a multi-user server available as native linux packages. Both Globus Connect Server and Globus Connect Personal include a GridFTP server that enables data transfer between systems using the high performance Grid FTP protocol [3] . Globus Connect Server provides a number of advanced options that support parallel data transfer node (DTN) deployments and an extensible data storage interface (DSI) which can be used to e ciently access di erent storage systems. A major focus of our recent work has been the development of DSIs for systems such as Amazon S3, Ceph, HPSS, HDFS, and Google Drive.
Users are able to register their Globus Connect so ware as a Globus "endpoint." e endpoint is uniquely identi ed (with a UUID) and maps the data access interface with a supported authentication service (most o en a co-located MyProxy [6] or MyProxy OAuth server that supports PAM authentication). Furthermore, the endpoint includes metadata such as owner, name, and description that can be used to organize and discover endpoints.
Data sharing
As data sizes increase so too does the complexity involved with sharing data. Researchers desire the "Dropbox" experience, where data can be shared simply and immediately by applying permissions to data. However, once data sizes exceed the limits of Dropbox or data becomes too large to replicate in the cloud, there are few solutions available to researchers. While researchers typically have access to considerable storage resources, it is o en di cult to provision accounts for collaborators due to restrictions speci ed by administrative policies. Globus data sharing is designed to speci cally ll this gap, providing the ability for users to dynamically share data with others without needing to copy the data to the cloud and without needing to provision accounts on the machine. e general sharing ow is illustrated in Figure 2 .
Globus data sharing builds upon the Globus data access fabric, by adding support for a virtual "shared endpoint. " Shared endpoints are de ned upon an existing Globus endpoint and rooted at a particular path within that endpoint. e Globus Connect so ware provides advanced features that ensure that sharing is enabled by the endpoint owner, that shared endpoints are tied to a speci c endpoint, and that users who access shared endpoints are restricted to the permissions granted by the owner. Shared endpoint owners are able to dynamically apply access control lists (ACLs) with any path within a shared endpoint. ACLs specify a principal (user, group, or public) and read/write permissions on a path. When accessing a shared endpoint, it appears to users exactly like any other Globus endpoint. Importantly, accessing users are unaware of the underlying host endpoint and they are unable to see any details of the root path. User permissions are evaluated on access, allowing changes to be re ected immediately.
HTTPS
e most recent addition to the Globus suite of data management capabilities is support for secure HTTPS access to endpoints. is support is particularly valuable as it allows users to access data directly through a web browser. It therefore does not require installation of Globus Connect to transfer data. Globus HTTPS supports data sharing, enforcing the same access control permissions as one would encounter through the GridFTP interface.
HTTPS access is supported via extensions to the Globus Connect Server so ware to include an HTTP server. is packaging of GridFTP and HTTP servers allows Globus Connect to share core components, such as the DSI interface and authentication model. Furthermore, the HTTPS server leverages the enhanced authentication and authorization models described above to seamlessly enforce authorization decisions based on user identity established through the OAuth work ow. Access to HTTPS endpoints is possible through the Globus web interface via direct mapping of an endpoint to a unique DNS name that includes the endpoint's UUID. Endpoint names are exposed under a common domain, which allows association of an endpointspeci c SSL certi cate and also DNS CNAME mapping for users' domains.
DATA PUBLICATION
Researchers, funding agencies, and publishers are increasingly concerned with ma ers of scienti c reproducibility. As such, there has been a noticeable increase in the number of public data repositories designed for the sole purpose of enabling researchers to publish their data [1, 2, 11]. Unfortunately, most solutions focus on small scale data-that which can be easily uploaded and downloaded via HTTP. Of course, this is suitable for some types of data and not for others. To address the gap in supporting large data, we developed a self-service publication service that can support arbitrarily large datasets.
is is possible as we separate the so ware that manages the publication work ow from the so ware that manages the access and transfer of data.
Globus data publication capabilities build upon the DSpace institutional repository system [18] . e general model is as follows: administrators manage data collections in which other users can then publish data. Collections are de ned with a number of policies regarding where data is to be stored (a Globus endpoint), which users can publish data to that collection, what metadata schema is to be used to generate metadata input forms, what curation workow should be applied, what persistent identi er will be associated with published data (e.g., DOI), and which users are able to access published data.
e publication work ow leverages Globus data management capabilities extensively. Each collection maps to a Globus endpoint with sharing enabled. Globus controls this endpoint to facilitate data publication (data and metadata storage as well as access control and immutability). e general model is shown in Figure 3 . When a user starts a publication, Globus will allocate space (a directory) on the endpoint and sets the write ACL for that user. e user may then transfer, potentially large, amounts of data to the directory. When the user completes their publication, Globus transfers a copy of the metadata to the endpoint and changes the ACLs to ensure data is immutable. Depending on the publication work ow, ACLs are applied to allow curators to access the data. A er curators approve the publication, an identi er is assigned to the dataset and the ACLs are updated to match the collection's permissions to restrict who may access the published data.
Globus data publication has been used as the basis for creating the Materials Data Facility [7] .
GLOBUS AS A PLATFORM
e capabilities described above were primarily designed to address the needs of individual researchers directly; however, they are equally valuable to those that wish to develop their own scienti c services, many of whom have li le desire to build and operate their own authentication, data access, and data transfer infrastructure.
e Globus platform is comprised of REST APIs and a Python So ware Development Kit (SDK) that simpli es the process of building upon and integrating Globus into third party services. Over the past several years, projects such as the National Center for Atmospheric Research's Research Data Archive, the Department of Energy's Systems Biology Knowledge Base (Kbase), the FaceBase craniofacial research hub, and the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute's Imputation service have all built upon Globus APIs to deliver advanced capabilities to their users. While these domains and services are designed to address signi cantly di erent use cases, each has common requirements to manage and authenticate users, provide access to data, and transfer data between locations.
One example of how Globus is used as a platform is as a basis for a research data portal. Research data portals aim to support the distribution and sharing of scienti c data. While such portals are in use around the world, the architectures employed are primitive. ey are typically built on a simple web server that serves not only the web interface for discovering data but also the data itself. is is particularly ine cient as it is not well-suited to supporting access to large amounts of data. Building upon Globus we have observed a new development pa ern for what we term a "modern research data portal." In this case, portal developers separate the management and discovery service from the data access infrastructure. is separation enables investments in high performance data transfer infrastructure (the Science DMZ [12] and DTNs) to be e ciently utilized to serve data. e entire portal then leverages Globus Auth for user authentication and managing access to the data. e central data portal server can then be developed simply, leveraging Globus APIs for much of its core operations, and focusing on the speci c interfaces required to address user needs. Given it is not required to serve data, it may be hosted on relatively modest infrastructure.
SUSTAINABILITY
Perhaps the greatest challenge faced in the scienti c so ware community is that of sustainability: ensuring that so ware can be supported beyond the lifetime of grant funding. Over the last several decades we have explored several approaches for sustaining largescale so ware projects: most notably the open source models used to support the Globus Toolkit and our recent subscription-based models for supporting the Globus service.
Operating high quality services for the community brings with it new challenges. No longer is sustainability concerned only with code in a repository. Instead, we must support the people and infrastructure who deliver the service. To support the Globus service, we have adopted a freemium model in which core Globus capabilities (e.g., data transfer) are completely free to the non-pro t science community. Advanced capabilities (e.g., endpoint management and data publication) as well as enhanced support are available to those with subscriptions. Globus subscriptions are available to groups such as universities, national laboratories, research projects, and companies. Each subscription is managed by a group of administrators who may then select which users (e.g., members of an institution) receive access to advanced Globus capabilities.
Our initial experiences with this subscription model are encouraging. Oer the past two years, more than 60 research institutions, national laboratories, research projects, national cyberinfrastructure providers, and companies have subscribed to the Globus cloud service. As we describe below, we continue to see increasing usage, both in the free tier and for those with subscriptions.
GLOBUS BY THE NUMBERS
Globus is now relied upon by a large segment of the research community for a variety of purposes. We brie y review adoption and share high level usage statistics as of March, 2017.
Globus Auth manages 64,000 unique identities of which 33,352 have been registered in the last year. ese identities are provided from 300 identity providers. Globus Auth supports 300 applications and services, both internal and external, and has issued almost 4.4 million access tokens.
Globus Transfer has been used to move more than 250 PB involving more than 41 billion les in the time since deployment in November, 2010. 65,861 Globus endpoints have been de ned and used to transfer data, of which 59,718 are currently active (not deleted). ese active endpoints comprise 47,195 Globus Connect Personal endpoints and 12,522 Globus Connect Server endpoints. In the past year 16,948 endpoints have participated in a transfer.
Globus users have created 24,578 shared endpoints, of which 4,463 are currently active and 5,510 have participated in a transfer in the past year. ese endpoints have been shared by 1,167 unique users and have participated in in 44,9534 transfers by 5,185 users. Cumulatively data transfers involving shared endpoints exceed 12 PB of data. While Globus sharing is primarily used for secure data sharing, it can also be used to share data publicly. More than 4.5 million les and 30 TB have been shared in the la er model. More than 750 unique users have transferred data to/from publicly shared endpoints.
Globus data publication has been accessed by 999 unique users across its 27 user-created collections. It hosts 184 unique publications that cumulatively exceed 6 TB of data. In total it manages 8,388 individual metadata items.
SUMMARY
Globus provides a set of core service and platform capabilities to the research community. ese capabilities address important needs of both researchers and developers of scienti c services, such as authentication and authorization, data transfer and sharing, and data publication. Over the past six years, we have seen rapid adoption of Globus both from end users and developers. We continue to work to expand the suite of data management capabilities provided, for example by adding support for exible data search and by introducing features to enable data management work ows to be more easily expressed. We are also focused on developing an ecosystem of libraries, tools, and documentation that will allow others to more easily leverage these capabilities.
